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SUPPORTER

PROJECT

„Europe for Citizens“ programme of the European Union.

Viešoji įstaiga „Menų ir mokymo
namai“
(„House of Arts and Education“),
Lithuania

Council Regulation (EU) No 390/2014 of
14 April establishing the “Europe for Citizens” programme for the period 2014
– 2020. The aim of this programme is: to
contribute to citizens’ understanding of
the EU, its history and diversity; to foster
European citizenship and to improve conditions for civic and democratic participation at EU level; to raise awareness of remembrance, common history and values;
to encourage democratic participation of
citizens at EU level, by developing citizens’
understanding of the EU policy making
process and, by promoting opportunities
for societal and intercultural engagement
and volunteering at EU level.

The organisation was established in 2004,
cooperates with Lithuanian and foreign schools, NGOs, other institutions; coordinates local and international projects, organises training, mostly works with youth and education
specialists, as well as with different vulnerable social groups. At work it applies methods
of the Theatre of the Oppressed created by
Augusto Boal (Brazil). In this project, a part of
this system – a method of the Forum Theatre
– has been used. It is intended to fight against
social inequality, help people see internal and
external aggression more consciously, recognise oppression, bullying, discrimination,
and not stay indifferent to these phenomena.
Actors, psychologists, pedagogues, public
health education specialists, etc. work as employees and volunteers of this organisation.

OF THE PROJECT:

COORDINATOR:

The project “The Road of the Citizen in the Mirror of History” is a continuation of the project “The Road of the Citizen” implemented in 2013 (also funded by the European Union programme “Europe for citizens”). This project, as the previous one, is dedicated to the Human
rights topic. This project employs the best proven methods, therefore we invited to cooperate
partners from the previous project. The project was joined by new countries, new activities
emerged, other points of view were applied enabling to see even clearer how important the
European Union values are. The new project involved the participation of such countries which
were subjected to totalitarian, repressive regimes, oppression and in which there are live witnesses of these stories. Although several decades ago in some countries of Europe the Human
rights were grossly violated, today we are tended to forget that and to take the freedom we
have for granted and secured. Therefore, in this project, memory, values of the present and
future aspirations have been linked together.
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PROJECT

MOTO:

Dare to be happy!
(Augusto Boal)

PROJECT PARTNERS:
INSIGNARE - Associacao de Ensino e Formacao
– Portugal

Insignare has several working areas – two VET schools, an
adult training centre, local employment centre and guidance and validation centre. Students come from the area of
almost half a million inhabitants, mostly – from rural areas.

Opstina Herceg-Novi – Montenegro

Municipality of Herzeg Novi is located in the bordering area
between Montenegro, Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. During Balkan conflict it became a shelter for refugees.

Kauno Milikonių pagrindinė mokykla
– Lithuania

It is a lower secondary school in Kaunas, which pays a lot of
attention to encourage children to become creative, free
to express their opinion.

MIRE Magyar Identitasert Regionalis Egyesulet – Hungary
Association which consists of helping professionals (teachers, healthcare workers, priest, etc.).The main goal is to
enhance cultural and educational relationships and cooperation between communities within and outside national
borders.

Joniškio rajono Kriukų pagrindinė mokykla – Lithuania

This is a small lower secondary school in the remote district of Lithuania, near the border with Latvia. Despite
geographical position and the size of the town, the school
is constantly trying to show students that they have same
possibilities as children from bigger cities.
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PROJECT COURSE

Events carried out within this project:

Preparatory meeting
Participation: The event involved 12 citizens, including 6 participants from the city
of Vilnius (Lithuania), 1 participant from the city of Kaunas (Lithuania), 2 participants
from the city of Kriukai (Lithuania), 1 participant from the city of Ourém (Portugal), 1
participant from the city of Herceg-Novi (Montenegro), 1 participant from the city of
Tata (Hungary).
Location / dates: The event took place in Vilnius (Lithuania) from 2017/01/18 to
2017/01/20
Short description: The aim of the event was familiarisation with partners, allocation
of activities, discussion of further cooperation, acquisition of necessary work skills.

Meeting of partners in Vilnius: training
Participation: The event involved 30 citizens, including 4 participants from the city
of Tata (Hungary), 3 participants from the city of Ourém (Portugal), 3 participants
from the city of Herzeg – Novi (Montenegro), 3 participants from the city of Kriukai
(Lithuania), 3 participants from the city of Kaunas (Lithuania), 13 participants from
the city of Vilnius (Lithuania), 1 participant from the city of Šiauliai (Lithuania).
Location / Dates: The event took place in Vilnius (Lithuania) from 2017/04/25 to
2017/04/27.
Short description: The aim of the event was the meeting of partners, discussion, training on the Forum Theatre method, presentation of a documentary produced by four
countries, familiarisation with the repressive past of Lithuania.

Public international event in Lithuania
Participation: The event involved 250 citizens, including 4 participants from the city
of Tata (Hungary), 3 participants from the city of Ourém (Portugal), 3 participants
from the city of Herzeg – Novi (Montenegro), 3 participants from the city of Kriukai
(Lithuania), 13 participants from the city of Vilnius (Lithuania), 1 participant from the
city of Šiauliai (Lithuania), 223 participants from the city of Kaunas (Lithuania).
Location / Dates: The event took place in Kaunas (Lithuania) 2017/04/28. The event
took place in a public library of Kaunas.
Short description: The aim of the event was to introduce an international documentary to the Lithuanian audience. Invited lecturers told about the principles of functioning and legal acts of the European Union, former expatriates shared memories on
their life in the Soviet Union and Human rights violations experienced at that time.
The international Forum Theatre Group presented etudes on violations of Human
rights, the remedies and preventive measures for which were sought by the assembled audience.
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A public international event in Hungary
Participation: The event involved 130 citizens, including 5 participants from the city of
Vilnius (Lithuania), 2 participants from the city of Kaunas (Lithuania), 2 participants from
the city of Kriukai (Lithuania), 2 participants from the city of Ourém (Portugal), 2 participants from the city of Herzeg – Novi (Montenegro), 115 participants from the city of Tata
(Hungary), 2 EVS volunteer who currently live in the city of Tata (Hungary), coming from
Italy and Armenia.
Location / Dates: The event took place in Tata (Hungary), 2017/05/11.
Short description: The aim of the event was to introduce an international documentary
for the Hungarian audience; persons who had lived through hardships during the Soviet
Union occupation period shared their memories. The International Forum Theatre Group
presented etudes. The international Forum Theatre Group enacted etudes on violations
of Human rights, the remedies and preventive measures for which were sought by the
assembled audience.

Public international event in Montenegro
Participation: The event involved 130 citizens, including 5 participants from the city of Vilnius
(Lithuania), 2 participants from the city of Kaunas (Lithuania), 2 participants from the city of
Kriukai (Lithuania), 2 participants from the city of Ourém (Portugal), 3 participants from the
city of Tata (Hungary), 116 participants from the city of Herzeg – Novi (Montenegro).
Location / Dates: The event took place in Herzeg – Novi (Montenegro), 2017/09/21.
Short description: The aim of the event was to introduce an international documentary to
the Montenegro audience; specialists delivered reports on Human rights violations and laws
securing these rights; the international Forum Theatre Group presented etudes on Human
rights violations, the remedies and preventive measures for which were sought by the assembled audience.

International event in Portugal
Participation: The event involved 110 citizens, including 5 participants from the city of Vilnius (Lithuania), 2 participants from the city of Kaunas (Lithuania), 2 participants from the
city of Kriukai (Lithuania), 4 participants from the city of Tata (Hungary), 2 participants
from the city of Herzeg – Novi (Montenegro), 95 participants from the city of Ourém
(Portugal).
Location / Dates: The event took place in Ourém (Portugal), 2017/10/19.
Short description: The aim of the event was to introduce an international documentary
to the Portugal audience; a former political exile, victim to the repressive regime in Portugal shared his experience; the international Forum Theatre Group presented etudes on
Human rights violations, the remedies and preventive measures for which were sought
by the assembled audience.
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Other project activities:
After the preparatory meeting of the partners, at the beginning of the
project, each party collected materials for a documentary film. The material
was based on statements from the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the
European Union. The project partners collected testimonies from senior
people who shared their experiences of life in the countries under repressive regimes, Human rights violations they had been subjected to. Another
group of the discussion – specialists capable of telling in greater detail on
how Human rights are currently secured in Europe. The third group – young
people living in independent countries that belong or seek to belong to the
European Union. They told about the rights and freedoms they may enjoy at
the present, and what threats and opportunities they discern in the future.
Later, all this materials was sent to the project coordinators in Lithuania who
composed them into an integral film.
Before each international event, in each of the participating countries, the
project partners met for rehearsal, during which they discussed on relevant
topics of Human rights, explored which of the topics are the most relevant
for the particular country in which the event would take place, during special
exercise they purified their own attitudes and values. After the public event
project partners visited historical places of that country disclosing painful
experiences of citizens. After all the events foreseen in the project the organisers and partners arranged separate events for the project dissemination
in their countries. The project, including its topics, methods used, achieved
results, project organisers, partners and sponsors.
Pictures were taken of all events and photos were posted on the internet
portals, social networks.
The main information is available at: www.forumoteatras.lt.
The project experience is summarised in this publication.
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PROJECT

DISSEMINATION

Information on the project was constantly disseminated on the partners’ websites and social networks, articles and radio programmes. The documentary created by the partners is freely accessible
on the internet. Numerous audiences were drawn
by public events in four European countries. Memorabilia were specially created for the project
that was worn by members of the Forum Theatre
Group in all countries, thus advertising the project
and the supporting programme. Attention-grabbing posters invited to the events. All persons who
visited the events received leaflets introducing the
programme and the project. The project was summarised in this publication that will also be freely
accessible on the internet.

MAIN PROJECT

OBJECTIVES:
To remind people that Human rights are not to
be taken for granted – we should cherish them,
defend them and fight for them. It is sufficient to
look back to the past of Europe to see how these rights have been violated and deprived from people.
To foster cooperation between generations, to
commemorate experience of senior people during
repressive regimes, and to encourage young people to evaluate the present situation of Europe in
the context of history.
To disseminate the message on how the European Union contributes to the assurance of Human
rights, and how joint efforts of different countries
could help avoid mistakes of the past.
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MEASURES TO IMPLEMENT THESE GOALS:
Filmed documentary material was jointly created by four countries (Lithuania,
Montenegro, Hungary, Portugal) disclosing people’s experiences during repressive regimes, current situation associated with Human rights, as well as
residents’ projections towards the future - why it is important for them to preserve these rights.
Four international public events (in Lithuania, Montenegro, Hungary, Portugal) at which the film created during the project was presented, lecturers were
invited to share experience (reports on the topic of Human rights), also etudes
created by the Forum Theatre Group were presented by project participants
disclosing not only the situations when the Human rights are undermined, but
also involving the audience to discuss, offer different ways of solutions, as well
as try to resolve the demonstrated situations by themselves.
Publicity of the project was carried out by disclosing the project experiences
and emphasizing the importance of Human rights. The documentary created
by four countries is available on the website at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzrDLHbRie8&t=31s,
information on the project - at http://forumoteatras.lt/en/current-projects/theroad-of-the-citizen-in-the-mirror-of-history.
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A BASIS

AS
for project activities, the CHARTER
OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
has been chosen.
For creating the film, Forum etudes, the following statements of the Charter seemed to be the most relevant were chosen:
Everyone has the right to liberty and security of person (Chapter II. Freedoms. Article 6).
Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion. This
right includes freedom to change religion or belief and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or in private, to manifest religion or belief, in worship, teaching, practice and observance (Chapter II.
Freedoms. Article 10).
Everyone has the right to life / No one shall be condemned to the death
penalty, or executed (Chapter I. Dignity. Article 2).
No one shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment
or punishment (Chapter I. Article 4).
Every citizen of the Union has the right to move and reside freely within
the territory of the Member States (Chapter V. Citizens’ rights. Article 45.1).
Freedom of movement and residence may be granted, in accordance with
the Treaty establishing the European Community, to nationals of third countries legally resident in the territory of a Member State (Chapter V. Citizens’ rights. Article 45.2)
Any discrimination based on any ground such as sex, race, colour, ethnic
or social origin, genetic features, language, religion or belief, political or
any other opinion, membership of a national minority, property, birth, disability, age or sexual orientation shall be prohibited (Chapter III. Equality.
Article 21).
Equality between men and women must be ensured in all areas, including
employment, work and pay (Chapter III. Equality. Article 23).
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IMPLEMENTATION OF
OBJECTIVES
(raising awareness on Human rights, cooperation between
generations, perception of the role of the European Union in
assuring Human rights):

1. HUMAN RIGHTS:
Awareness raising, assessment, fighting for them.
The project participants discussed about Human rights since the very beginning of the project, during each meeting, mutually and with a broader audience. In fact, everybody agreed that the situation has improved. Human rights
have been respected increasingly more; awareness of the institutions and
organisations whereto it is possible to apply has increased; the courage of
people to speak about discrimination they have been subjected to, bullying,
non-tolerance has grown. Discussions have not been limited to theoretical
considerations. It was tried to get an insight into personal experience of each
person, situation of his/her country. Based on these discussions we may try to
distinguish the most vulnerable society groups who have been subjected to
discrimination most often according to the project participants:
Persons of lower social status and property situation. It has been noticed since the primary school that children experience intolerance and bullying from
class-mates. Quite a few project participants also shared their personal experience, when they themselves were subjected to similar type bullying or became witnesses of that. One of the etudes created by the Forum Theatre Group
in several countries disclosed this problem. Anything may serve as a pretext
for bullying that is subsequently surrounded by invented stories, libel, and
gives rise to psychological and later physical violence against the child. During
international public events, the junior part of the audience easily recognised
the situation seen on the stage and shared their personal experiences. It was
encouraging that young people already growing in free countries quite clearly
understand the importance of Human rights, and at least a part of them have
prepared to actively defend the rights of both, their own and other people,
when they see that they are undermined, and this gives hope that children
studying at school at the present time or in the future will be exposed to considerably less violence than the senior generation.
Elderly people. The participants most often mentioned the discrimination
of elderly people taking place not on the interpersonal, but on a higher level: small pensions, absence of opportunities to realise oneself, insufficient
respect, difficulties in getting established and staying in the labour market.

IMPLEMENTATION OF OBJECTIVES / HUMAN RIGHTS:

Representatives of the countries that have recently regained their independence have been more inclined to stress these difficulties. The fact that countries belonged to the European Union for a different period of time was
one of the major advantages of the project. Experience of those countries
that have been democratic and free for a longer time helps representatives
of other countries believe that the situation will also change in their countries
owing to their efforts.
LGBT* persons. Nearly all participants admitted that the situation has greatly
changed and the number of negative attitudes towards persons of this group
has reduced, however until now they have encountered discrimination and
degrading. A discussion was held on a “Pride” parades in different countries
and how the society’s reaction has changed (this is talked about also in the
documentary filmed material). The participants shared the situation when
homosexual people suffered from psychological and physical violence of
surrounding people. One of the young project participants, attending school, told that due to her firm position on particular issues, refusal to obey the
imposed gender standards, she is called a “lesbian”, by giving this word a
negative connotation. She, like a number of others, also confidently claimed
that she would stand up for LGBT* people if she saw that their rights are infringed upon even though she would risk experiencing psychological violence
herself. This enabled to see a clear difference between the old stereotypes
when there was no perception of sexual minorities, different sexual identities
in society, and ill-feeling, sneer or an attempt to silence up this group and not
to allow it to lead a free life prevailed.
Immigrants and national minorities. Among the national minorities, Roma
nationality people have been mentioned as victims experiencing discrimination. When talking about immigrants, heated discussions were held, lots
of arguments, opinions, attitudes were provided. It may be noted that new,
unfamiliar cultures are feared; it seems that they may overshadow local
customs and traditions; also economic issues are raised. Nevertheless, the
biggest discussion during the project was held about social aspects. An etude
of the Forum Theatre was created and introduced to the audience. It became
evident when discussing with the public that cultural differences have still
raised a number of feelings, sometimes hostility, and that openness to experience, abandonment of preconceived opinions is a precondition for intercultural dialogue. This enabled to get back to the essence of the project – when
we live isolated from other countries, when the only one “true values” are
declared by representatives of the totalitarian regime, there is no opportunity
to become familiar with more diverse cultures. Therefore, they are feared,
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IMPLEMENTATION OF OBJECTIVES / HUMAN RIGHTS:

other people treated as potential enemies. When isolation is replaced by
freedom, openness and cooperation, we come to know representatives of
other people better, and we may start relying on reality, rather than negative
preconceptions.
In summing up the topics and discussions arisen during the project we may
notice that the European society has become increasingly more sensitive to
the manifestations of social inequality, notices such forms of discrimination
or intolerance that have been considered previously as a natural and acceptable behaviour. At first glance it may appear that there is an ample array of
discriminating behaviour towards different groups, and they have even increased in number, however a deeper analysis shows that we have started to
talk more boldly about the things that had been a taboo until now.
We think that during this project, both, its main participants and those attending the events or familiarised with the filmed documentary material, became
convinced once again how fragile freedom is and how it is easy to become
accustomed to these rights that we take for granted in daily life. Quite frequently we lack time or determination to see when these rights are infringed
upon here and now, and we want to turn a blind eye or not to understand
them. Therefore, situations of the Forum etudes have been selected so that
the audience would have a possibility to discuss on discrimination, sexism and
other social phenomena happing in daily life and sometimes heavily masked,
and would recognise manifestations of such behaviour in one’s daily life and
would not try not to be indifferent to them.

2.

COOPERATION OF GENERATIONS

In this project, close cooperation of different generations took place. A nuclear of each team of the country consisted three or more people, a part of
which consisted of young people under 21 years or children. Schools were
mostly represented by a teacher and a pupil, other organisations – by managers and young volunteers. Besides, the project itself has been focused on
the past, present and future, therefore during the whole process also senior
age people capable of sharing their youth experiences and youth have been
involved.

IMPLEMENTATION OF OBJECTIVES / COOPERATION OF GENERATIONS

In the documentary part of the film of each country an interview with senior
people was included. Often, they were interviewed by schoolchildren. It is possible to see in the very film what a deep conversation had sometimes developed
among representatives of these different generations. Later these young people
told what a challenge they faced when they timidly started a talk with senior age
people, however were surprised themselves how easy and pleasant it was to talk
with them. Although it seems sometimes that to hold a conversation, to find a
common language and point of view is difficult indeed, however when shooting
the materials during the project all participants became convinced that such a
conversation may be both, pleasant and emotionally shocking – yet in each case
staying in one’s memory for a long time.
During nearly all public events, speeches were also delivered by senior age people
who have fell victim of repressions. None of these talks was boring or putting to
sleep. Although much was talked about the painful past, the viewers also experienced not only pain or grief, but laughed together with reporters, were astounded and admired their resourcefulness or courage. The reporters told much about
exile to the Siberia, and how they tried to help each other and to survive, not to
lose belief and hope. They talked about friends and sweethearts that had been
separated by the Berlin wall, about how a political prisoner at one of the prisons
in Portugal, daily marching across his minute cell, forth-and-back, along the walls
and diagonally, “discovered” the method how to measure a diagonal!
The project encouraged positive cooperation between the generations indeed.
The main group of project participants always consisted of very different age
people, ranging from children to seniors. This created a special atmosphere of the
group, enabled to know each other better, get rid of stereotypes, find common
topics and interests, and finally – to feel like equal partners, e.g. by creating etudes all together and presenting them to the audience – irrespective of the age
difference. At public events, different age people also participated who discussed
on the social problems shown on the stage based on their experience, also by simultaneously trying to hear out each other. Senior age people may be seen in the
filmed materials, and their stories also encourage young people to look at much
older people with empathy and warmth, experience their stories, feelings and
difficult choices together.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF OBJECTIVES

3.

EUROPEAN UNION – COMMON FIGHT FOR HUMAN
RIGHTS

From the isolated part during the period of repressive regimes – to common
present and future in the EU
The project was aimed to connect three dimensions of time: past, present
and future. As Augusto Boal, talking about the methods of the Theatre of the
Oppressed, states „Above all: we are discovering that we can change ourselves, and change the world. Nothing is going to remain the way it is. Let us, in
the present, study the past, so as to invent the future“ (Boal A., „Theatre of
the Oppressed“).
We talked about the past in order to perceive how fragile the freedom we
have is and that we still have live witnesses for whom Human right violations
were a daily life. We could see this most distinctly by investigating the part
on countries that had been occupied by the Soviet Union. Lithuanians have
talked with horror until now about the exile to Siberia, mass massacres, constant fear living within the composition of the Soviet Union – each recklessly
uttered word could become a sentence of death. And frequently this was not
even necessary – without any clear accusations people were arrested, tortured, exiled and killed. Hungarians remember the revolution of 1956 during
which a great number of people were killed, and a glimpsed hope of freedom
was replaced by even more cruel repressions. The history of Montenegro is
slightly different – the life within the composition of Yugoslavia differed from
the life within the Soviet Union, however also raised challenges for freedom
and self-expression, and its breakup process was bloody. The ultimate independence of Montenegro was proclaimed only in 2006, after the separation
of Serbia and Montenegro. Portugal bas been a democratic and progressive
state for a number of years, therefore frequently we do not even think that in
it there are also a number of people who experienced repressions and cruelty.
In 1933, Antonio de Oliveira Salazar transformed Portugal into a pro-fascist
state, and political prosecution, totalitarianism, strict censure started. This
continued up until the peaceful “Carnation Revolution” in 1974. Thus, all four
countries had a possibility to share their history and to familiarise with experience of other European countries and to see that all of us have encountered
similar experience, and what is common for this period – isolation, absence of
community with other countries, freedom of movement, exchange of information, talk without censure.

IMPLEMENTATION OF OBJECTIVES / EUROPEAN UNION – COMMON FIGHT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

In order to prevent the recurrence of history, it is necessary to maintain free
communication without the fear to express one’s opinion even when it is
in conflict with the common standards, to discuss, to look for solutions and
compromises – both, inside the country and with other nations. The European
Union provides such an opportunity. It was very beneficial for the project that
the participating countries had a very diverse experience in this field: Portugal
became a member of the European Union in 1968, Lithuania and Hungary – in
2004, whereas Montenegro is a candidate to such membership. Such a distribution enabled to see how Human rights are treated in such countries that
have belonged to the European Union for a number of years, to make sure
that they are devoted much attention, people feel freer the way they are, and
are less afraid to express themselves, to admit their true identity.
A discussion on what the journey each of the states travelled from the totalitarian regimes and repressions until the freedom they have also evoked the
thoughts about what is necessary for safe future. Our project participants
distinguished the following main things:
Isolation of countries should be replaced into commonality – citizens of member
states should know that they should have confidence not only in authorities of
their country, but, if necessary, appeal to higher European institutions capable
of ensuring their rights and security.
We should notice violations of Human rights, rudiments of totalitarianism right
away in order to prevent their spread.
We should become better familiar with different cultures in order to avoid xenophobia. Besides, we should learn to accept different social groups, to become
aware that all of us have even rights and freedoms. In some cases, this may be
not easy, bearing in mind that particular groups were denied an elementary
right to the freedom of expression.
A dialogue, hearing out should become a basis of conversations between people
and countries. On this issue, the founder of the Forum Theatre, Augusto Boal,
expressed his view in a vivid way: „Monologues between countries, social classes, races, multiple monologues in the home or in school, conjugal monologues,
sexual monologues, all the possible forms of interpersonal monologue – how
often do they attain the supreme status of genuine dialogue? Could it be that
we merely speak and cease speaking, intermittently, rather than speaking and
listening? We know the word we speak, bu we do not know what will be heard.
What we say is never what is heard“ (Boal A., „Legislative Theatre“).
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IMPORTANCE AND
APPROPRIATNESS OF THE
METHODS
International documentary material. The first advantage of this method was
the fact that young people, schoolchildren and students became involved
into the process, who have received a task to talk with senior people and to
hear from the first lips what it means to live deprived of the freedom and
rights. Besides, they themselves had an opportunity to reflect on the conditions they were living, what and why they cherished, and in what way they
contributed to the creation of better present and future. The fact that materials were shot in four countries enabled to see that irrespective of all differences, we have undergone through similar. This enabled to make sure once
again under what similar principles the totalitarian regime is based, and what
long-term cultural trauma this incurs. Such a vision enabled the participants
to look at other countries, their residents and cultures with greater openness
and empathy; and an opportunity to share similar experiences, perceive,
sympathise, encourage and support emerged. The film shown at the time of
international public events helped better perceive the topic of Human rights
in general, see why such events, discussions are necessary, as well as prepare
for performances of the Forum Theatre.
Forum Theatre. This is a method created by the prominent Brazil producer
and social activist Augusto Boal. A. Boal lived at the time when repressions
were especially cruel in Brazil, when the freedom of expression was restricted. He was arrested and tortured, and 1971 he was exiled, however even
then, when travelling across the world, he did not cease talking about the
importance of Human rights, worked in South America, Europe, everywhere
raising issues about freedom and looking for new liberating methods to talk
about that. In this project, etudes were created by an international group of
the Forum Theatre on the basis of observations about the most frequent violations of Human rights in their countries. These short etudes were shown at
the time of public events. At the time of the Forum Theatre, a problem is demonstrated, but not its solution. After the performance, a specially prepared
moderator (“Joker”) initiates discussions with the audience, encourages it to
talk about whether the situation seen on the stage has been realistic, familiar,

IMPORTANCE AND APPROPRIATNESS OF THE METHODS

what main problems they discerned. Viewers also have a possibility to give
questions to the characters and to find out why they acted in one or another
way – thus gaining more information on the pre-history of a situation, personal lives and experiences of characters. Finally, the audience votes and decides who, in their opinion, suffers the most in the demonstrated situation, and
who is the greatest offender. Then, the most important part starts– all spectators are invited to offer the most diverse ways of solutions for this situation, i.e. what the victim or the observing people could do different to change
the situation for the better. It is not possible to change the offender, as the
reality principle is applied: it is not possible to eliminate offenders from real
life, and one have to learn to overcome them anew. However, at the Forum
Theatre, one is tried not only to speak, but also to act, thus, after discussions,
the performance is repeated anew, but only this time anyone from the hall
may come on the stage and replace one of the characters and try to actually
implement the way of solution offered by him/her. At the Forum Theatre, no
single true way to fight with problems is sought – in this case, against Human
rights violations– it is aimed to find the biggest possible number of different
and creative methods which could be employed in the future, in real life. As
Augusto Boal states “Forum Theatre is a reflection on reality and a rehearsal for future action. In the present, we re-live the past to create the future.
The spect-actor comes on stage and rehearses what it might be possible to
do in real life“ (Boal A., “Legislative Theatre” (A. Boal called audience the
“spect-actor” stressing that their role, in opposite to the traditional theatre,
is not passive). This project confirmed once again that the Forum Theatre
– is a method transforming the people. The audience, slightly constrained
at the beginning and unaware what to expect, suddenly becomes involved,
their lowered heads raise up, discussions, questions boiled up, and the most
unexpected ways of solution spring up. Irrespective how modest the audience would seem at the beginning, there has not been a single case that there
would not appear a single volunteer who would climb on the stage and try
to change the situation. Most often this is the first attempt not only to speak
about Human rights, but also to see what happens in such situations when
they are disrespected, and to find out what actions may help to change that.
One 16-year old participant of the international Forum Theatre Group, having
become familiar with this method for the first time and given performances
for audiences of different countries, ran up to the organisers after one of the
events saying: “Had you seen this? They changed! They talked! The people
who at the beginning were sitting with their eyes down and seemed not to
be involved, showed their interest, they climbed on the stage. This affects,
this influences people!”. This is nearly the most democratic way, as everyone
participating in the process is provided with an opportunity to express one’s
opinion, and everyone’s opinion is important and valuable.
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COMPLIANCE WITH THE AIMS
AND PRIORITIES
OF THE PROGRAMME “EUROPE FOR CITIZENS”

To contribute to citizens’ understanding of the Union, its history and diversity. First of all, the achievement of this aim has been facilitated by the documentary film about four European countries. This enabled to see with what
story each of the countries came or only are coming to the European Union.
The specialists interviewed in the film also talked more about the things how
the life of their country changed after the accession to the European Union.
During international events a conversation was held on what European Union
institutions and documents help ensure the protection of Human rights.
To foster European citizenship and to improve conditions for civil and democratic participation at Union level. This project pays great attention to
the concept of the European Union citizenship, and quite a great number of
participants heard for the first time that the fact they are citizens of European Union countries means that they are also EU citizens. The project also
involved participation of the countries that have been isolated or belonged to
unions to which they were annexed by force in the past, thus the persisting
cultural wounds do not allow start trusting each other, to open up, to let in
different cultures. An opportunity to communicate with citizens of different
countries, to talk about the fact how similar processes taken place in each of
these states helped become aware that currently we, as citizens, are responsible not only for our country, but also for Europe and decisions made in it,
that have an effect on everyone of us.
Raise awareness of remembrance, common history and values and the Union’s
aim that is to promote peace, its values and the well-being of its peoples by
stimulating debate, reflection and development of networks. The project “The
Road of the Citizen in the Mirror of History” was intended for enhancing remem-
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brance and perception that history, although lived through in different countries, is essentially a common history of the present EU countries. Seeking to
better understand EU values, the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union was thoroughly examined. This way the project participants became
familiar with EU values in the field of Human rights and disseminated them to
the broader audience.
Understanding and Debating Euroscepticism. In this project we looked for arguments against Euroscepticism. Eurosceptics frequently rely on the argument
that belonging to the European Union restricts the freedom of choice and “imposes” common standards. Our goal was to show that this is just the opposite
– countries that have lived through a totalitarian regime will have to cover a very
long way towards the democratic values. Frequently, repressive regimes have
already distorted the perception of freedom as a result whereof stereotypes are
established, particular society groups are rejected, discriminated, silenced up.
The European Union just fosters the greatest possible freedom and rejection
of old stereotypes. The things called by euro-sceptics as the imposed standards
most often are legally regulated efforts to establish Human rights. This has been
constantly emphasised in our project.
Solidarity in times of crisis. Although during the project we talked little about the
crisis directly, we permanently talked about personal responsibility for the future of Europe, Human rights protection, economically and psychologically safe
life in the future. The method of the Forum Theatre was especially instrumental
in that, as it has encouraged not only to look who is guilty in the environment,
but to think what we could do by ourselves in order to change the situation we
dislike. The crisis is aggravated by a search for guilty persons, therefore it is probable that the lessons learnt during this project will help assume greater personal responsibility and encourage to look for cooperation, different way-outs, but
not the guilty ones against whom we should fight.
Debate on the Future of Europe. During the whole project we tried to draw attention to all three dimensions of time: past, present and future. When talking
about the past we focused on difficulties separately experienced by each country. When talking about the present and future, we unequivocally talked about
being together in the European Union and common goals. Within the framework
of this project, the greatest attention was paid to the overall understanding of
the importance of Human rights and their defence in the entire EU.
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FEEDBACK OF PARTICIPANTS
“First of all, this was my first project, but I have not expected anything of it as
it seemed that it would be a school project, full of fun, to which I was invited
by a teacher, however I was wrong all the time.
The experience was wonderful. This was an international project; thus I was
able to travel to other countries. It was great to see that one small project
brought together so many people who really cared that the world would be
a nicer place. This was not only a team or a group. This was only at the beginning, and eventually we became a small, loving family.
After the project I started thinking in a different way, and now I am as if a 2.0
version of myself – better, stronger mentally and physically. Now I believe
that everything is possible, and it is only necessary to have confidence in oneself and to work.
The most exciting part was to realise how many people had gathered in this
small project in order to create something new and good. Our lives underwent changes in this project. Owing to the Forum Theatre we gave lessons
also to the audiences, and sometimes, maybe within 30 minutes, we managed to change their attitude.”
“The biggest advantage of the project - the lessons learnt during its time –
both, personal and professional. This experience is what I have learnt, and
this helped me a lot in my professional life.
The project topic itself was also very important, as I am a minority sociologist
and a teacher. The youth which we engaged, exuded joy, participated in all
activities and were greatly motivated. The student that participated together
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with me, at the beginning of the project was very shy, and at the end we saw a
self-confident young lady who freely communicated with other team members
– from both, her own and other countries.
We started a project as absolutely unfamiliar people and eventually created a
deep and mutual friendship among people in the entire globe. Apart from wonderful things we saw and did in the project, also a great number of personal
discussions were held that had an effect on our lives.
At the beginning we had lots of questions: what is the Forum Theatre? How will
we create a film? And finally all these obstacles disappeared and here we are,
with a wonderful award that will remind us of the power of trust”.
“In my opinion, this project is very useful, especially for young people. It brings
up closer to the things that our parents, grandparents, great-grandparents, our
nation have lived through, for what they fought, what sacrificed in order we could be free. We noticed during the project that the fight itself for a free word,
choice, absence of discrimination also takes place now, but only in other ways.
Maybe not so visibly, more silently.
For me personally, this project helped me look at my painful past, to analyse it
in another way, to dare to tell it, and mostly – to reduce pain, anger.
May we change the world only if we start to act? Yes, we already change it now
by changing our attitude, behaviour, manners. We change the world, although
sometimes we do not even feel that”.
“Dalai Lama has told once: “My religion is very simple. My religion is kindness”.
Thus, before labelling somebody’s soul with painful words we should think
whether what we say is true. We should not allow our hearts be preoccupied
with gossip, different labelling and stereotypes. Everybody of us are more than
that, therefore if we do not find the sun in our life, we should be it.”
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INTERNATIONAL EVALUATION
OF THE PROJECT

The project “The Road of the Citizen in the Mirror of History” received a European Award for Citizenship, Security and Defence (2017).
The European Award for Citizenship, Security and Defence is intended to
reward outstanding efforts towards promoting European citizenship, and
European security and defence awareness. The prize was first awarded in 2011,
under the High Patronage of the President of the European Council.
The prize is organised annually by the association “Civisme Défense Armées
Nation” (CiDAN) together with the European Interparliamentary Security and
Defence Association and with the support of the Parliamentary Assembly of
the Council of Europe.
For more information, please visit the website at: https://www.cidan.org/
home/
The jury gathered on 12 October 2017 and awarded the European Award for
Citizenship, Security and Defence to the Lithuanian organisation “The House of
Arts and Education” and their partners in Hungary, Lithuania, Montenegro and
Portugal.
The award was granted for the project “The Road of the Citizen in the Mirror
of History” which was intended to remind young people that Human Rights
should not be taken for granted and to show how belonging to the European
Union helps to defend these rights and to feel more secure than in the isolated
past.
For more about this award and winners in other categories, please visit the
website at: https://www.cidan.org/winners/.
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